
Liber no
- the concept of nobody -

Nobody is a gender neutral idea of the human being. Nobody has no Sex, so nbdy is not
female nor male
.
NOBODY has a body which is read as a female, because the female body is fetishized in
society at this time. The masculine body is nearly hollow, on the opposite. The female body
is an immediate and safe image to reach your attention.

Nobody is wearing a mask, which symbolizes the possibility that nobody could be everyone
and everyone nobody. This is a hermetic principle.

The gloves underline the fact that nobody has no identity or rather an identity which could
match with everyone.

Nobody has tattoos because tattooing is
a) ancient ritual from passing one state to another state of whatever you want to insert here
b)Tattoos are the modern Form of expressing one self and individualisation
c) tattooing is the fight to get the body back with the conscious harming of the skin, to feel
the skin as a natural border to the outside. Changing the skin in the individual idea of beauty
and the proof of owning it at the same time. This could be a coping mechanism for some
traumatic experiences, everyone had in life.

The mask, called balaclava, stands for a (not only) non violent rebellion against society's
actual rule, the history of masking oneself and hiding the fragile self from the outside. It's a
weapon for depersonalisation and making oneself more threatening against the enemy. If
you want the read more about the history of masking, you can find it in the internet.

Nobody is wearing typical symbols of graffiti because it's the easiest way to reach a wide
range of attention with art, from a very diverse part of society. Grafitti is an art with no
borders, accessible to everyone, actively or passive.

Nobody is born as a non political Charakter, which is political at all. Fuck ism.
.
The word nobody is double parted,
no, which is a nihilisation of things and
Body which means the object it self, bspq the human body. As read as a female beeing, the
body is not automatically owned by her self. The female body was taught to be owned by
society or men, so females could not feel and be free with it, doing whatever they like and
more important, don't like.

Nobody wants to show you the duality, that human being is partly male and partly female at
the same time, and must be respected, felt and seen by everyone.

The erotic attraction of nobody is an easy platform for your projections.



Nobody provokes the unedited parts of the psyche, authorities and isms.

This is the law of nobody

1) nobody is you
2) nobody is owned
3) nobody fucks isms
5) nobody is neutral
6) nobody is necessary
7) nobody loves you
8) nobody is a leader
9) nobody rulez
10) nobody is art
11) nobody regenerates itself

Demon est deus inversa.


